Automate manual tasks in PureOHS, so your team can spend less time on paperwork and more time with employees.
PureOHS™ is UL’s solution for making medical compliance and incident management easy. Whether you are a manufacturer, a healthcare facility, a municipality, or any other organization that is struggling to track your employees’ compliance with OSHA or CDC internal regulations, PureOHS can help.

**OUR SYSTEM. YOUR SUPPORT.**

When you rely on PureOHS to streamline the data management process, you are entering into a partnership with UL – a trusted name in compliance for more than a century. PureOHS integrates with UL’s clinic practice management system, a total solution designed to transform your distinct workplace into a health and safety culture – one that generates employee satisfaction and organization success. Our team of product experts and support professionals are here to help ensure you get the most out of your system, and answer any questions that you may have along the way.
PureOHS Key features

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCES
Automatically track which employees are due for what testing and when the test is required. PureOHS surveillances are flexible enough to handle nearly any protocol in any organization with little configuration.

CLINICAL SUITE
Track occupational and non-occupational cases, including diagnosis, cause of injury, treatment plans and doctor and nurse notes. Schedule your patients with ease with customizable views and drag-and-drop capabilities.

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Record, manage, and report incidents, near misses, or other conditions that could lead to injury or illness. Easily export required forms ready to upload to OSHA and identify key areas for safety improvement.

CASE MANAGEMENT
With integrated guidelines and a complete case manager toolset, companies can manage injured employees back to work safely and efficiently while streamlining the communication for all involved.

COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING
At-a-glance reports allow you to see the compliance rates of your most complicated surveillance programs. Quickly understand which employees are in and out of compliance and take action to fill the gaps.

ENCOUNTER MANAGEMENT
Comprehensive documentation management for all compliance activities including audio screenings, DOT exams, PFT Testing, and physicals.

EMPLOYEE AND SUPERVISOR VIEWS
Provide visibility to the entire workforce to help communicate compliance rates and modified work duties. Automate data collection and reporting so that workers spend less time away from their primary job functions.

EVENT MANAGEMENT
Eliminate paperwork associated with large-scale vaccination clinics. PureOHS can replicate nearly any paper form and all forms can be signed electronically.

Manage all of your regulatory needs securely and efficiently with PureOHS. Let us take care of the tools so you can care for your employees.

MOBILE & SECURE
Accessible anywhere with an internet connection, PureOHS is designed to work on any device and meet or exceed existing security standards, including HIPAA.

ADAPTABILITY
The requirements for keeping your employees safe are changing all the time. Whether management requires a new consent form or the governing body adds a new protocol, PureOHS easily adjusts to handle the changes so you can maintain your compliance with minimal impact to you, your processes, and your workflow.

FAST IMPLEMENTATION
PureOHS does not require involvement from IT staff and comes preconfigured with some of the most common surveillance programs. Additionally, PureOHS accepts data from most human resource management systems so employee information can be uploaded automatically.

SYSTOC INTEGRATION
Enjoy the mobility of PureOHS with the powerful billing and reporting functions of SYSTOC. Immunization information entered into PureOHS will flow seamlessly back to SYSTOC. CDC reporting can be completed with either SYSTOC or PureOHS. Pull data on your employees from your SYSTOC clinic to improve reporting and view a full picture of your employee health and organizational compliance.

CONTACT US TODAY
Learn more about how to develop a culture of health and safety in partnership with UL.
Visit ulehss.com